A simple modification of the scheduling has been proposed for all examined algorithms and its impact on the users and system performance has been analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main objectives of the IST WINNER project was to define a new radio interface for a ubiquitous radio system concept. The developed concept was a packetoriented, user-centric, always-best design targeting more than 100 Mbps maximum throughput for Metropolitan Area (MA) coverage.
Such a high throughput required application of MIMO technology in the physical layer and advanced MAC (Medium Access Control) layer processing. One of the main elements of the MAC layer is a resource scheduler, which includes both adaptive and non-adaptive scheduling modes. The work presented in this paper formed a baseline for development of the WINNER MAC layer and further research in the WINNER+ project.
Radio transmission in the microcellular environment is influenced by multipath fading, users' mobility and interferences from neighboring cells. Thus, while some users may experience very good transmission conditions, others may be affected by deep fading or high interference level, which obstruct their transmission and may even rule out use of some resources. This complicates the task of the resource scheduling block and optimal allocation of the available radio resources.
In this paper we present results of our work on the resource allocation for the OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) transmission in the MIMO microcellular environment. Analyzed metrics are the total average cell throughput and the distribution of the average user throughput. We are also checking if so-called satisfied users criterion (defined in the next section) is fulfilled.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 selected parameters and simulation assumptions of the WINNER radio interface are introduced. In Section 3 simulation results obtained for the uplink and downlink are presented and the performance of the examined scheduling algorithms is evaluated. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
SYSTEM SETUP AND ITS PARAMETERS
For the simulation of the microcellular 4G system one of the Metropolitan Area scenarios proposed in the WINNER project has been considered [4] . The metropolitan character of the enviroment has been represented using Manhattan grid of blocks of buildings and streets [3] . Outdoor-to-indoor transmission is not considered and all mobile terminals are uniformly distributed on the streets. Each mobile terminal (MT) is assigned to the base station (BS) offering the strongest signal at the MT location. The signal strength is calculated using path-loss models developed within the project [5] .
Two distinct path-loss and channel models have been defined: one for the LOS (Line-of-Sight) and one for the NLOS (Non Line-of-Sight) channels. Terminals located on the streets perpendicular to the street in which the BS is located experience NLOS transmission conditions. Additionally, there exists probability of the NLOS conditions when both BS and MT are localized along the same street [5] . Both path-loss models include shadowing. Fast varying fading was not considered during assignment of the MTs to the BSs.
There are multiple cells in the microcellular Manhattan grid setup. Users and base stations located in other cells introduce intercell interference for the uplink and downlink transmission respectively. Such interference decreases signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) and reduces achievable throughput, especially at the cell's edges.
The considered system multiple access scheme was based for downstream and upstream on TDD OFDMA. The IFFT and FFT size was 2048, and the cyclic prefix had 128 samples. 1840 subcarriers were used for data transmission [4] . 15 consecutive OFDM symbols made up one downlink or uplink slot in the frame, 8 frames constituted one superframe. All resources available within one slot/frame were divided in the time and frequency domains into basic resource elements, called chunks. Signal bandwidth was set to 100 MHz, with the centre frequency of 3.95 GHz. A channel model developed in the WINNER project for Metropolitan Area environment has been used [5] .
The uplink transmission was characterized by a lower power budget, thus one can expect that achievable throughputs will be lower than those obtained for the downlink transmission.
To improve the system performance, simple MIMO techniques have been employed. For the downlink transmission an eigenbeamforming scheme [2] has been used with 4 transmit antennas and 2 receive antennas. For the uplink transmission only simple Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) [8] scheme with 2 transmit antennas and 4 receive antennas has been employed.
It was assumed that the positions of the MTs did not change during one superframe, hence there is no need to implement any handover scheme. In each frame only 8 users were served, however, to model the movement of the MTs every 10 superframes 40 or 20 different users were uniformly distributed within the microcell.
In each simulation run 10 000 data frames (150 000 OFDM symbols) have been transmitted for both uplink and downlink. Users' throughput and overall cell's throughput have been calculated using previously obtained curves representing the throughput as a function of the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) for the assumed packet error ratio (PER).
In order to evaluate the QoS, the so-called satisfied user's criterion has been introduced. This criterion requires that at least 95 percent of users have been provided with 2 Mbit/s throughput with a given packet error rate.
It has been assumed that there is always data for transmission in the input buffer and there are no priority packets. The following resource scheduling algorithms have been investigated [1, 6] :
First three algorithms do not possess any memory. The Round Robin algorithm allocates each user the same amount of resources regardless of SINR. The MaxSNR scheduler allocates resources to those users who can use them in the most efficient way while the FR scheduler tries to guarantee the same throughput to all users. These algorithms are utilizing instantaneous values of the SINR values only.
The last two algorithms store history of each user's throughput and the current resource allocation depends on the channel conditions and average throughput each user has obtained so far. The Proportional Fair algorithm allocates resources to the users who can achieve the highest instantaneous data rate with respect to their average throughput while the Score Based algorithm allocates resources to the users who can transmit more in respect to the throughput statistics calculated in a certain time window [1] .
For all of the algorithms mentioned above a modification based on the pre-selection of a small group of users for further scheduling using the Fair Time criterion has been proposed, where the same number of time slots was assigned to all users, thus resulting with a two-stage algorithms. These are referred to in the paper with the FT prefix, eg. FT/SB (Fair Time/Score-Based). The proposed modification reduces greatly the number of necessary computations in the scheduling process.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To compare the proposed scheduling algorithms in terms of system performance and QoS, Monte Carlo simulations of the WINNER system have been performed. The investigated parameters were the average cell throughput and the user's throughput distribution function.
Downlink
The average cell throughput obtained for 40 users distributed uniformly within the cell is shown in Table 1 . The best scheduling algorithms in terms of the achieved average cell throughput are the ones using MaxSNR criterion for resources partitioning. The average cell throughput obtained in this case is higher than 190 Mbit/s for both FT/MaxSNR and MaxSNR schedulers. In this case the proposed modification of employing the Fair Time (FT) scheduling for pre-selection of users results in a substantial reduction of the number of required computations preserving the achieved high throughput. However, this algorithm allocates majority of the resources to a few users who experience good transmission conditions. Users located at the cell's edges and in the NLOS conditions have very slim chance to be served at all.
Slightly worse results in terms of achieved average cell throughput are obtained for the Proportional Fair (PF) and Score-Based (SB) schedulers. In this case the throughput value is around 140-150 Mbit/s, but the proposed modification of users' pre-selection using Fair Time criterion results in throughput drop by 2-4 Mbit/s.
The worst average cell throughput was obtained when using Fair Rate scheduling algorithms, as they tend to equalize the throughput for all users at each moment independently of the SINR values. Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the users' throughput distribution depending on the used scheduling algorithm obtained with 40 users distributed uniformly within the cell.
One can observe that the MaxSNR algorithms, which were the best in terms of the achieved average cell throughput, allocate all of the resources to only about 20 percent of the users. The highest "fairness" is achieved for the Fair Rate schedulers, but in this case the maximal offered throughput is lower than 4 Mbit/s. Hence, the best solutions are the Proporional Fair and Score-Based algorithms, as they allow to offer the throughput of at least 2 Mbit/s to 80% of the users with the maximum achievable rate of 10 Mbit/s. Very interesting results were obtained when considering Round Robin scheduler, as the users' throughput distribution in this case is very similar to the one obtained for the PF schedulers, but the maximal achievable rate is lower. 
Figure 2 -User throughput distribution for selected scheduling algorithms (40 users distributed in cell)
The proposed modification of employing the Fair Time criterion for the pre-selection of 8 users yields very similar results as in the case of using more complex algorithms. Both FT/PF and FT/SB schedulers allow for almost identical users' throughput distribution as the "pure" PF and SB algorithms. Moreover, for the FT/MaxSNR scheduling the probability of achieving the througput higher than 2 Mbit/s is larger than in case of MaxSNR.
Similar results were obtained with only 20 users distributed uniformly within the cell. The achieved average cell throughput values were almost identical as in case of 40 users distributed in the cell. However, the users' throughput distribution may be different in this case as it is highly dependent on the number of users. 
Figure 4 -User throughput distribution for selected scheduling algorithms (20 users distributed in cell)
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 the user's throughput distribution depending on the used scheduling algorithm, when 20 users are distributed uniformly within the cell, is shown. The best results were obtained for the Proportional Fair and ScoreBased schedulers, as they allow to offer the throughput of at least 2 Mbit/s up to 95% of users, and the maximum achievable rate is 15 Mbit/s.
The performance of the proposed modified algorithms is almost identical as in the case of original schedulers. Moreover, the FT/SB algorithm provides the throughput of 2 Mbit/s for higher percentage of users than the original SB algorithm.
It can be clearly seen that reduction of the total number of users in the cell has allowed to increase each user's throughput and to fulfill the satisfied user's criterion.
Uplink
Identical analysis as presented above for the downlink, has been performed for the uplink transmission. Table 2 presents the average cell throughput obtained for 40 users distributed uniformly within the cell. The best scheduling algorithms in terms of achieved average cell throughput are the ones using MaxSNR criterion for resources partitioning, and in this case the average cell throughput is around 180 Mbit/s. The Proportional Fair (PF) and Score-Based (SB) schedulers are slightly worse providing average cell throughput around 120-130 Mbit/s. The proposed modification of users' pre-selection using Fair Time criterion results in throughput drop by 2-3 Mbit/s for both PF and SB schedulers. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the users' throughput distribution depending on the used scheduling algorithm obtained with 40 users distributed uniformly within the cell for the uplink transmission. Similarly as in the downlink, the MaxSNR algorithms allocate all of the resources to only about 20 percent of the users, what makes them unsuitable for the microcellular environment. The highest "fairness" is achieved for the Proporional Fair and Score-Based algorithms, as they allow to offer the throughput of at least 2 Mbit/s to more than 60 percent of the users with the maximum achievable rate up to 10 Mbit/s. Both Fair Rate algorithms perform slightly worse than expected in terms of "fairness" due to the lower SINR values for all users caused by lower signal transmit power. The results obtained when considering the proposed modification of employing the Fair Time scheduler for preselection of 8 users are very similar to the ones in case of the original algorithms. Both FT/PF and FT/SB schedulers yield only slightly lower users' throughput in comparison with the "pure" PF and SB algorithms, but they result in significat reduction of the required number of computations. For the FT/MaxSNR scheduling the probability of achieving the throughput higher than 2 Mbit/s is the same or even higher than in case of the MaxSNR algorithm. 
Figure 7 -User throughput distribution depending on the employed scheduling algorithm (20 users distributed in cell)
After reduction of the total number of users to 20, the values of the average cell throughput are almost the same as in case of 40 users, the average throughput of user terminals has increased The user's throughput distribution for the uplink transmission, depending on the used scheduling algorithm when 20 users were distributed uniformly within the cell, is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . The best results are obtained for the Proportional Fair (PF) and Score-Based (SB) scheduling algorithms, which allow to offer the throughput of at least 2 Mbit/s to more than 80 percent of the users. Fulfillment of the satisfied user criterion would require increasing power budget or application of a more advanced MIMO scheme, which might be difficult for the mobile terminal, implementation of some interference suppression technique at the BS or further reduction of the number of users in cell. The performance of the modified algorithms is almost as good as in the case of the original schedulers and requires fewer computations.
Concluding, the best candidates for resource schedulers for use in the considered microcellular 4G system are Proportional Fair and Score-Based algorithms, which provide great tradeoff between fairness and maximization of the achieved total cell's throughput. Moreover, it is worth considering the proposed modification to the original algorithms as the performance of the scheduler is almost the same, but the number of required computations is much lower.
CONCLUSION
In this paper the analysis of employment of various resource schedulers in 4G microcellular WINNER system has been presented. Careful investigation of the influence of the considered algorithms on the average cell throughput and the users' average throughput has been performed using Monte Carlo simulations.
It turned out that the Proportional Fair and Score-Based schedulers performed the best for such system. Although they provide lower total cell's throughput than the MaxSNR algorithms, they outperform all other solutions in terms of the average throughput offered to the mobile terminals. The use of the mentioned schedulers and considered MIMO techniques provides the throughput of at least 2 Mbit/s for up to 95 percent of the users for the downlink, and 80 percent of the users for the uplink transmission.
The proposed modification of users' pre-selection using the Fair Time algorithm, and further scheduling on a smaller group of users (eg. 8 users) reduces greatly the required number of computations, while keeping the average cell throughput and average offered user's throughput at almost the same level as the original PF and SB solutions. The analysis shown in this paper shows that the best solution for 4G microcellular systems, such as WINNER system, may be either the Proportional Fair or Score-Based algorithm, however, a further improvement of system performance can be obtained by development of novel scheduling algorithms.
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